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ONE-LOOP QCD CORRECTED DISTRIBUTIONIN B ! Xe ��e� ��M. Je»abeka;b and P. Urbanaa Department of Field Theory and Partile Physis, University of SilesiaUniwersyteka 4, 40-007 Katowie, Polandb Institute of Nulear PhysisKawiory 26a, 30-055 Craow, Poland(Reeived Otober 25, 1999)We give an analyti formula for the double distribution of hadroniinvariant mass and harged lepton energy to one-loop order of the pertur-bative QCD. Although infrared singular, this quantity is losely related tophysial observables that an be obtained thereof through proper onvolu-tion.PACS numbers: 12.38.Bx, 13.20.He1. IntrodutionToday, the interest in bottom meson deays has never been stronger. Ofthose, the semileptoni kind are partiularly �t for preision measurements ofthe Standard Model parameters suh as the Cabibbo�Kobayashi�Maskawamatrix elements jVbj and jVubj [1, 2℄ or the quark masses. The theoretialpreditions rely on perturbation theory as well as the e�etive theory ofheavy quarks [3�6℄ for inlusion of QCD e�ets. The present tehniques areable to provide suessful desription of the semileptoni deays and it hasbeen known that signi�ant ontributions to the B deays ome from bothperturbative [7�11℄ and nonperturbative [12�14℄ orretions.In this paper, we give the one-loop perturbative orretion to the doubledi�erential distribution in terms of the hadron system mass and the hargedlepton energy. The masses of the �nal partiles are set to zero throughoutthe present alulation.� Presented by P. Urban at the XXIII International Shool of Theoretial Physis�Reent Developments in Theory of Fundamental Interations�, Ustro«, Poland,September 15�22, 1999.�� Work supported in part by KBN grants 2P03B08414 and 2P03B14715.(3353)



3354 M. Je»abek, P. UrbanThe double di�erential distribution ontains an expliit dependene onthe �titious gluon mass as it must due to the infrared singularities presentboth in the virtual and the real radiation orretions. It is not until afterone integrates over the invariant mass of hadrons that the apparent diver-gene anels to leave a �nite, measurable result. The distribution we givean be integrated over any desired range of the hadroni mass to yield anexperimentally valid quantity. Hene, arbitrary uts on the hadroni massmay easily be imposed.The result we obtain is onsistent with the published formulae for thesingle di�erential distribution in both variables onsidered. In partiular, wehave heked they agree with the harged lepton energy distribution, �rstpublished by Je»abek and Kühn [7℄, and the hadroni mass distribution, asfound in [11, 15℄. 2. Kinematis2.1. VariablesIn our treatment of the deay of a B meson, we need to onsider boththree- and four-body �nal states. The latter inludes a gluon radiated by theinitial or �nal quark. Denote the four-momenta of the involved partiles asQ; q; l; �;G for the b quark, �nal state quark, eletron, neutrino and gluon,respetively. Also de�ne the hadroni four-momentum P = q + G. We areworking in the rest frame of the B meson, whih in the present approximationredues to that of the b quark.The variables we use are x for the eletron energy, t denoting the invariantmass of the leptons, and z for the invariant mass of the hadron system, allsaled aording to the following formulae:x = 2(Q � l)m2b ; t = (l + �)2m2b ; z = (q +G)2m2b ; (1)with mb the bottom quark mass. Also we will use the saled masses ofthe gluon and the �nal u quark, whih both pop up in the intermediateformulae in the ourse of alulating the ontributions from three- and four-body proesses. �G = mGmb ; " = p� = mumb : (2)The system of the quark in the �nal state and the real gluon is desribed bythe following quantities:P0 = 12 (1� t+ z) (3)P3 = qP 20 � z = 12 [1 + t2 + z2 � 2(t+ z + tz)℄1=2 ; (4)



One-Loop QCD Correted Distribution in B ! Xe ��e 3355P�(z) = P0(z)� P3(z) ; (5)Yp = 12 ln P+(z)P�(z) = ln P+(z)pz ; (6)where P0(z) and P3(z) are the energy and the length of the momentumvetor of the system in the b quark rest frame, and Yp(z) is the orrespondingrapidity. Similarly for the virtual boson W :W0(z) = 12(1 + t� z) ; (7)W3(z) = qW 20 � t = 12 [1 + t2 + z2 � 2(t+ z + tz)℄1=2 ; (8)W�(z) = W0(z) �W3(z) ; (9)Yw(z) = 12 lnW+(z)W�(z) = lnW+(z)pt : (10)Kinematially, the three body deay is a speial ase of the four body one,with the four-momentum of the gluon set to zero, thus resulting in simplyreplaing z = �. The following variables are then useful:p0 = P0(�) = 12 (1� t+ �) ; p3 = P3(�) =qp20 � � ; (11)p� = P�(�) = p0 � p3 ; w� = W�(�) = 1� p� ; (12)Yp = Yp(�) = 12 ln p+p� ; Yw = Yw(�) = 12 ln w+w� : (13)2.2. Kinematial boundariesThe eletron energy may vary within the range of0 � x � 1 ; (14)while for a �xed value of x, the allowed interval of z is0 � z � 1� x : (15)On the other hand, without �xing x, the hadroni mass may vary as0 � z � 1 ; (16)and then the following boundaries on x are found for a spei�ed z:0 � x � 1� z : (17)Given values of x and z, the intermediate boson invariant mass t varieswithin the following limits,0 � t � x�1� z1� x� � tm : (18)



3356 M. Je»abek, P. Urban3. Evaluation of the QCD orretionsThe di�erential deay rate for the proess b! u l ��l an be written asd� = d�0 + d�1;3 + d�1;4 ; (19)where d�0 = G2Fm5b jVubj2M1;3dR3(Q; q; l; �)=�5 (20)stands for the Born approximation,d�1;3 = 23�sG2Fm5b jVubj2M1;3dR3(Q; q; l; �)=�6 (21)omes from the interferene between the virtual gluon and Born amplitudes,and d�1;4 = 23�sG2Fm5b jVubj2M1;4dR4(Q; q;G; l; �)=�7 (22)is due to the real gluon emission. The Lorentz invariant n-body phase spaeis de�ned as dRn(P ; p1; : : : ; pn) = Æ(4)(P �X pi)Yid3pi2Ei : (23)3.1. Three-body ontributionsThe Born approximation is evaluated aording to (20) with the matrixelement M0;3 = q l Q � ; (24)and the Dalitz parametrization of the phase spae,dR3(Q; q; l; �) = �24 dx dt : (25)Subsequently, the dot produts appearing in M0;3 are put in terms of thevariables x and t,Qq = m2b2 (1 + �� t); l q = m2b2 (x� t)Q� = m2b2 (1� �� x+ t); l � = m2b2 tQ l = m2b2 x; � q = m2b2 (1� �� x) : (26)whih readily yields the double di�erential distribution. On integration overt the latter yields the Born approximation to the eletron energy spetrum(see Eqs (39), (41)).



One-Loop QCD Correted Distribution in B ! Xe ��e 3357The virtual orretion is alulated along the same lines, now with thematrix elementM1;3 = �hH0q lQ � +H+�Q�Q l +H�q �q l+12�(H+ +H�)� l + 12�(H+ �H� +HL)[l (Q� q � �)℄(Q�)�12HL[l (Q� q � �)℄(q �)i ; (27)substituted into (21). In (27), the form fators are as follows,H0 = 4�1� Ypp0p3 � ln�G + 2p0p3 hLi2 �1� p�w�p+w+��Li2 �1� w�w+�� Yp(Yp + 1) + 2(lnp�+ Yp)(Yw + Yp)i+2p3Yp + (1� �� 2t) lnp�t + 4 ; (28)H� = 12 �1� (1� �)t � Ypp3 � 1t lnp� ; (29)HL = 1t (1� lnp�) + 1� �t2 lnp�+ 2t2Ypp3 + �t Ypp3 : (30)Integration over the invariant mass of the intermediate W boson gives thedesired ontribution to the double di�erential distribution,d�1;312�0 dxdz =Æ(z)n 13 log �G[10x� 25x2 + 343 x3 + (10� 24x+ 18x2 � 4x3) log �x�6x2 log "+ 4x3 log "℄ + 13(2x3 � 3x2)Li2 (x) + 118 log �x[121�276x+ 195x2 � 40x3 � log �x(30� 72x+ 54x2 � 12x3)℄+12118 x� 44336 x2 + 12827 x3 + 16 log "(�3x2 + 2x3 + 6x2 log "� 4x3 log ")o;(31)where we have denoted �x = 1� x: (32)While we present the deay rate assuming massless �nal partiles, it is notpossible to eliminate the �nal quark as well as gluon mass dependene out ofthe matrix element alone. This is removed one the integrated real radiationterm is added.



3358 M. Je»abek, P. Urban3.2. Four-body ontributionsThe four-body phase-spae is deomposed as follows:dR4(Q; q;G; l; �) = dz dR3(Q;P; l; �) dR2(P ; q;G): (33)Disarding terms vanishing along with the gluon mass �G ! 0, the matrixelement representing the real gluon radiation may be written asM1;4 = B1(QG)2 � B2QGP G + B3(P G)2 ; (34)where B1 = q l[Q�(QG� 1) +G� �Q�QG℄ ; (35)B2 = q l[G� � q �QG+Q�(q G�QG� 2q Q)℄+Q�(Q lq G�G lq Q) ; (36)B3 = Q�(G lq G� �l P ) : (37)We refer the reader to [9℄ for the details of the integration that leads to thetriple di�erential rate in terms of x; t and z. This rate is onveniently splitinto terms aording as they are infrared onvergent or divergent. Hene wean write, d�1;412�0 dx dt dz = Fonv + Fdiv: (38)This expression is subsequently integrated over t. The infrared �nite parthas been integrated with the help of FORM. The formulae obtained in thisway su�er from infrared and ollinear divergenes. Thene the gluon and�nal quark masses subsist as regulators in spite of the limit we have taken.Of ourse, both remnant dependenes vanish after the integration over thehadroni system mass is performed, whih involves summing the virtual andreal ontributions. 4. ResultsThe �rst order QCD orreted double di�erential deay rate an be writ-ten in the form,d�12�0 dx dz = f0(x)Æ(z) + 2�s3� �f s1Æ(z) + f 1(x; z)�(z � �2G)� ; (39)with �0 = G2Fm5b192�3 ; (40)



One-Loop QCD Correted Distribution in B ! Xe ��e 3359where the �rst term on the right hand side is the Born approximation, givenby f0(x) = 16x2(3� 2x) ; (41)while f s1 (x) = �4f0(x) log2 �G + 118(120x � 291x2 + 130x3)log �G+13(�10 + 24x� 18x2 + 4x3) log �x log� �x�2G�+16(83 � 196x+ 145x2 � 32x3) log �x+ 118 (249x� 426x2 + 155x3)� 23f0(x) ��2 + 3Li2 (x)� ; (42)and f 1(x; z) = 1z [� 2f0(x) log z + 136 �120x � 291x2 + 130x3�+13(10� 24x+ 18x2 � 4x3) log �x℄ + h10z+3z2�x � z+2z2�x2 + 23 z2�x3 i log z�x2+12 �x�1(�69z � 25z2) + 14 �x�2(11z + 25z2)+�x�3 ��2918z2�+ �1012 � 17xz � 81x+ 452 x2 � 31z � 32z2� log �x+(32� 6xz � 30x+ 4x2 + 29z + z2) log �x log z�x+ log z �21xz + 32x� 16x2 � 9z � 53z2��20xz + 1012 x� 974 x2 + 1274 z + 28336 z2: (43)The above formula is easily integrated over either of the variables to givethe single di�erential distributions in hadroni system mass or harged lep-ton energy. Then expressions on�rming previous alulations [7,11,15℄ arefound. The evident singularity of this distribution disappears after integra-tion over the hadroni system mass. That this indeed is so, an be seen byexpressing it in terms of the following distributions,�1z�+ = lim�!0�1z �(z � �) + log � Æ(z)� ; (44)� log zz �+ = lim�!0� log zz �(z � �) + 12 log2� Æ(z)� : (45)The substitution of these to Eqs (42), (43) results in the formal identi�ation,�(z � �2G)1z = �(z � �2G)�1z�+ � Æ(z) log �2G; (46)�(z � �2G) log zz = �(z � �2G)� log zz �+ � 12 log2 �2GÆ(z): (47)



3360 M. Je»abek, P. UrbanUpon appliation of Eqs (46), (47) to the orretion terms, the latter takeon the following form:f s1 (x) = 13 (�10 + 24x� 18x2 + 4x3) log2 �x+16(83 � 196x+ 145x2 � 32x3) log �x+ 118 (249x� 426x2 + 155x3)� 23f0(x) ��2 + 3Li2 (x)� ; (48)f 1(x; z) = �2f0(x)� log zz �++�1z�+ � 136 �120x � 291x2 + 130x3�+ �103 � 8x+ 6x2 � 43x3� log �x�+ �10z + 3z2�x � z + 2z2�x2 + 2z23�x3� log z�x2+12 �x�1(�69z � 25z2) + 14 �x�2(11z + 25z2) + �x�3 ��2918z2�+ �1012 � 17xz � 81x + 452 x2 � 31z � 32z2� log �x+(32� 6xz � 30x+ 4x2 + 29z + z2) log �x log z�x+ log z �21xz + 32x� 16x2 � 9z � 53z2��20xz + 1012 x� 974 x2 + 1274 z + 28336 z2: (49)Clearly, the gluon mass does not enter the integrated distribution, de-�ned as F (x; z) = 112�0 zZ0 dz0 d�dx dz0 = f0(x) + 2�s3� F1(x; z) ; (50)for whih we obtain,F1(x; z) = (1+2 z+3 z2+4 z3) log z+5 log2 z+6z+7z2+8z3+9: (51)The oe�ients 1 to 9 are as follows,1 = 136 [(120 � 288x + 216x2 � 48x3) log �x+ 120x� 291x2 + 130x3℄;2 = (�30x + 4x2 + 32) log �x+ 32x � 16x2;3 = 5�x�1 � 12 �x�2 + 12(�6x+ 29) log �x+ 21x�92 ;4 = �x�1 � 23 �x�2 + 29 �x�3 + 13 log �x� 59 ;5 = �12x2 + 13x3;6 = 12 (�102x+ 37x2 + 37) log �x



One-Loop QCD Correted Distribution in B ! Xe ��e 3361+(30x � 4x2 � 32) log2 �x+ 74x� 33x24 ;7 = 14 (�28x� 91) log �x+ 12(6x� 29) log2 �x� 10�x�1 log �x� 794 �x�1+�x�2 �log �x+ 138 �� 614 x+ 1458 ;8 = 136f � 22 log �x� 12 log2 �x� 72�x�1 log �x� 162�x�1+48�x�2 log �x+ 83�x�2 � 16�x�3 log �x� 22�x�3 + 101g;9 = 136f6(83 � 196x + 145x2 � 32x3) log �x+ 12(�10 + 24x�18x2 + 4x3) log2 �x� 12�2x2 + 8�2x3 + 498x�852x2 + 310x3 � 36x2Li2 (x) + 24x3Li2 (x)g: (52)One way of making omparison between the parton model preditions andthe resonane ridden experimental data is to onsider moments of distribu-tion. We de�ne those asMn(x) = 112�0 1�xZ0 dzzn d�dx dz : (53)While the zeroth moment orresponds to the eletron energy distributionitself, the singular part of the double distribution leaves no trae on thehigher moments. In fat, they are then vanishing in the Born approximation.The �rst �ve moments are expressed in terms of the following funtions,Mn(x) = 2�s3� mn(x); n � 1; (54)whih are given by the formulae beneath (see also Fig. 1):m1 = �� 35144 + 58x2 � 49x3 + x416� log �x� 35144x+ 1972x2 � x348 ; (55)m2 = �� 4493600 + 7x24 � 61360x2 � 245x3 + 13240x4 � 131800x5� log �x� 4493600x+ 5331800x2 � 940x3 + 1091800x4 � x5144 ; (56)m3 = �� 1031800 + 119600x� 29120x2 + 19180x3 + x4120 � 3200x5 + x6600� log �x� 1031800x+ 6973600x2 � 6532700x3 + 49360x4 � 7200x5 + 4710800x6; (57)m4 = log �x�� 131344100 + 215x� 81350x2 + 59315x3 � 584x4 � x5175 + 2315x6 � 23675x7�� 131344100x+ 572944100x2 � 1149x3 + 8574410x4 � 7818820x5 + 31114700x6 � 197350x7; (58)



3362 M. Je»abek, P. Urban
m5 = log �x �� 48528224 + 23245x� 2111008x2 + 151630x3 � 95672x4 + 263x5 + 295040x6� x7294 + 31141120x8�� 48528224x+ 132114400x2 � 1587978400x3 + 33599141120x4� 452328224x5 + 97915680x6 � 9809705600x7 + 163100800x8: (59)
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